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  : Inverse depth:

  : Depth confidence: 

  : Surface Normals

- Losses

-Depth:
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Camera Model

*
CAM-ConvInput Image + Camera Matrix Depth Estimation

where

Architecture and Training
- U-Net Architecture

Skip-Conections between encoder and decoder

- CAM-Convs Mapping from RGB to 3D
CAM-Convs on every encoder-decoder 
connection.

- Intermediate Predictions
Pyramid-resolution predictions for improved 
internal features and faster convergence

Problem Statement
- Overfitting

Overfitting a benchmark is  common in computer vision. Datasets have 
strong bias that make researchers overconfident about  their methods.

- Camera Overfitting
We show that single-view depth models do not generalize to images from 
different cameras.

- Our Proposal
Novel convolution that adresses the variability of the camera's internal 
parameters. Using different cameras without performance degradation.

Proposed Camera-Aware Convolution

-Centered Coordinates (    ):

: principal point

-Field of View Maps (      ):

: focal length : sensor size

- Camera Model by Convolution Channels Concatenation 
Precomputed pixel-wise coordinates and field-of-view-maps are fed along with the input features to the convolution 

operation. CAM-Convs uses the idea behind Coord-Convs but incorporating  the camera calibration.

focal length principal pointsensor sizereference pixel size
- How changes on Camera Intrinsics Affect the CAM-Convs?
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Camera Model

*
CAM-Conv

Camera Generalization Analysis
- Multiple Cameras in the Same Domain

Goal: focus on the influence of the camera instead of different-domain. 
Experiments in de 2D-3D Semantics Dataset (3-fold cross validation), generating 
images, from equirectangular images, with different camera intrinsics.

- Comparison of Different Naïve Approaches
- To train and/or test with multiple focals using focal normalization.
- To train and/or test with multiple sensor sizes using image resizing.
- To train with many sensor sizes (if not resizing) using a weight sharing.
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Quantitative Results

- Overfitting to a Single Camera Model
Train with one/multiple camera models and test on different ones. Compare with the 
same-camera baselines. Standard networks overfit the camera they are trained with.

- Robust Generalization with CAM-Convs
CAM-Convs can train with multiple cameras without compromising performance 
(beating same-camera baselines) and generalize to unseen models. 

Focal Normalization: Siamese Architecture:

Qualitative Results
w CAM-Convs w/o CAM-ConvsGT w CAM-Convs w/o CAM-ConvsGT

means randomly sampling focal of 72 or 128
means uniformly random sampling from 72 yo 128

Notation

** bigger sensor size and smaller focal length than  training examples

****

: set with sensor size s1 and focal f6
: set with sensor size s1 or s4 and focal f5 or f6

*
*
*
*
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w CAM-Convs w/o CAM-Convs
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Experiments on Multiple Datasets
- Train Multiple Datasets

- Single Model for Multiple Datasets
- Train our Network on 
       - KITTI   
       - ScanNet
       - MegaDepth 
       - Sun3D.
- Camera data augmentation.
       - Focal length 
       - Principal point shifting
       - Sensor size 
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- Testing Dataset

Test on NYU and compare with 
Laina et al 3DV 2016, trained 
exclusively on NYU. We test 
simulating 5 more extra 
cameras on the same test split 
in order to measure 
generalization across cameras.  
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